This paper defines an extended polymorphic type system for an ML-style programming language, and develops a sound and complete type inference algorithm.
and complete type inference algorithm. Different frdm the conventional ML type discipline, the proposed type system allows full rank 1 polymorphism, where polymorphic types can appear in other types such as product types, disjoint union types and range types of function types. Because of this feature, the proposed type system significantly reduces the value-only restriction of polymorphism, which is currently adopted in most of ML-style impure languages. It also serves as a basis for efficient implementation of type-directed compilation of polymorphism. The extended type system achieves more efficient type inference algorithm, and it also contributes to develop more efficient type-passing implementation of polymorphism.
We show that the conventional ML polymorphism sometimes introduces exponential overhead both at compile-time elaboration and run-time type-passing execution,
and that these problems can be eliminated by our type inference system. Compared with a more powerful rank 2 type inference systems based on semi-unification, the proposed type inference algorithm infers a most general type for any typable expression by using the conventional first-order unification, and it is therefore easily adopted existing implementation of ML family of languages.
in 1 Introduction ML type discipline 113, 21 achieves both the flexibility of programming through ML's polymorphic let construct, and practical type inference through the restricted treatment of polymorphism.
Compared with the full second-order type discipline [4, 201, ML only allows type abstraction at top level. Due to this restriction, any typable ML program has a principal type, which can be computed by a unificationbased type inference algorithm.
These simple properties make ML type inference system particularly suitable for programming language implementation. Despite the existence of more powerful polymorphic type inference systems such *The first author's work was partly supported by the Parallel and Distributed Processing Research Consortium, Japan.
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As we shall explain below, however, the current ML type system exhibits serious limitations and problems in design and implementation of a practical polymorphic programming language, especially in connection with value polymorphism and type-passing implementation of polymorphism in recently emerging typedirected compilation.
The motivation of our work of extending ML type discipline is not to provide more expressiveness but to solve those problems and to provide a practical basis for better design and implementation of an ML-style language. Let us review the problems relat,ed to value pol.ymorphism and type-passing semantics in ML.
Problem in value polymorphism
To safely integrate imperative features, in most of currently implemented ML-style impure polymorphic languages including Standard ML [14] and Ocaml [12] , polymorphism is restricted to syntactic values (non expansive expressions). As argued in 1251, this is a simple and easily implementable solution to the subtle problem of the inconsistency between polymorphism and imperative features. However, the combination of ML polymorphism and the value restriction results in over restriction, excluding a number of safe and useful programs.
As a very simple example, consider the following two functions (written in SML syntax). In both cases the source of polymorphism is the value parts of the programs, and therefore both are safely given a polymorphic type. In the first case, the only polymorphic part is the second component of a pair, which is a value fn x => fn y => (x + 1, ref y) and can safely be given a polymorphic type int -> 'a -> int * 'a ref.
The second case involves two computation steps. Since the projection (#2 f) simply returns the second component from a pair of values, the result type can be the same polymorphic type as the second component of the product type of f. We must assume that the application of the result of this projection to 1 may involve arbitrary computation. However, since both of the argument type of the function and the type of the argument are monomorphic, the result type can be the same as the range type of the function type, and thereofre the entire term can safely be given a polymorphic type 'a -> int * 'a ref.
Unfortunately, however, both of them (and many other similar programs) are not typed as polymorphic functions by the current ML type system because of the restricted treatment of ML polymorphism.
Under the ML type discipline, value restriction implies that any data structure containing "non-value part" cannot be polymorphic even those the non-value part is monomorphic.
We find this restriction unreasonable. This situation is particularly unfortunate when a modern language such as Standard ML provides a variety of rich data structures which can freely contain higher-order objects. 
The major technical contribution of the present paper is to establish a practical type inference system for ML with full rank 1 types. Specifically, we carry out the following.
We define an ML-style type system with products and disjoint unions extended with rank 1 polymorphism, which we call MLR@).
We give a type inference algorithm WRcl) in the style of algorithm W which always computes a most general type for any typable raw term, and we prove that it is sound and complete with respect to the extended type system.
We give optimization methods for type inference algorithm and type-passing implementation so that redundant type abstraction and instantiation are minimized.
As we discuss in details later, our type system is equivalent to that of ML for pure ML terms without using disjoint unions. This equivalence is, however, modulo a strong equivalence relation on types we shall define, wh:ich collapses the runtime effects in type-passing semantics.
In ML-style implicit type discipline, type s,ystems of equivalent typability may exhibit quite different run-time behavior under typepassing semantics. Our claim is that our type inference algorithm is indeed significantly better than that of ML for type-passing semantics. Also, for a practic:al impure polymorphic language with value polymorphism such as Standard ML and Ocaml, our type system is strictly stronger than ML polymorphism (even without disjoint unions). The type inference algorithm presented here will contribute directly to improve existing practical programming language implementation.
Although certain amount of delicate technical development is required to establish its soundness and completeness, the type inference a:lgorithm and its optimization requires surprisingly little modification to algorithm W presented in [13, 21. The necessary mechanisms for value restriction and type-passing implementation are the same as those for the conventional ML type system. Moreover, inferred type information is no more complex than that of ML and is easily understandable.
The proposed type inference algorithm can therefore be readily incorporated in existing implementations of type-directed compilers. The authors have implemented an algorithm for type inference and reconstruction of explicitly typed terms. After we have presented the type inference algorithm, we show the actual output of the inferred type and the explicitly typed term computed by our prototype system. We are now implementing a prototype type-directed compiler for ML with record polymorphism incorporating the result presented in this paper.
Comparison to related works
Before giving the technical development, we compare our work with existing related works.
As far as the typability is concerned, the solvability of type inference problem has been already established for rank 2 polymorphism [lo, 111, which properly contains our type system. However, these results are either indirect [lo] or involve order constraint due to semi-unification [ll] . A more direct algorithm is given in [8] , but it stil.1 involves order constraints on types. In a theoretical perspective, it can be argued that type inference with rank 2 polymorphism is no more complicated than that of ML. Indeed, ML type inference is intractable in the worst case [9] and the complexity of its typability is polynomial-time equivalent to a more powerful rank 2 polymorphic type system [lo] . In a practical language design, however, there appear to be qualitative difference in understanding a type and in presenting a type to the user. It is also not at all clear how semi-unification based type inference algorithm can be incorporated in typedirected compilers currently being investigated.
As we have mentioned, our study is motivated by recent active researches on typed-directed compilation, where types (or some information of types) are passed to polymorphic functions at runtime [16, 24, 7, 23, 19, 231 . Since all those methods are based on constructing explicit typepassing calculus, they suffer from the problem of increased overhead due to repeated unnecessary type abstractions and type applications.
The type inference algorithm with rank 1 polymorphism given in this paper can be used to eliminate this problem.
There are recent studies on optimization of run-time type-passing mechanism [15, 21, 11. These optimization methods aim at reducing the overhead associated with runrtime type representation in the paradigm of the conventional ML type inference system, and do not address the problem we considered in the present paper. These optimization methods are complimentary to our proposal, and we believe that they can be used to optimize type-passing implementation based on our type inference algorithm.
Organization of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the language, MLRC1), with rank 1 polymorphism, and compares it with that of ML. Section 3 gives the type inference algorithm and proves its soundness and completeness. Section 4 gives an algorithm to translate raw ML terms into an implementation language using type information obtained by type inference process. Section 5 analyses other potential overheads in type-passing implementation which is revealed by our analysis, and gives optimization methods to minimize them.
2 The MLR(') type system
We consider the following set of raw ML terms with products and disjoint unions.
e ::= 2 1 Xx.e 1 e e 1 (e,e) 1 e.1 1 e.2 1 inj,(e) I &j,(e) I case e of inj,(x) =+ e, inj,(x) * e 1 let x = el in e2 (el, e2) is a pair, e.l,e.2 are the first and the second projection, respectively. inj,(e), ini, are left and right injections to a disjoint union, respectively. We let t range over a given countably infinite set of type variables, and let T range over finite sets of type variables. Following Damas and Milner's [2] type system of ML, we divide the set of types into the set of monotypes (ranged over by T) and .polytypes (ranged over by a).
7 ::= t IT + 7 17x7 IT+7 u ::= TIydT.u/T-+uIuxuIu+u These sets are generalization of R(0) (rank 0 polymorphic types) and R(1) (rank 1 polymorphic types) with product types and disjoint union types, respectively.
A type substitution, or simply substitution, is a function from a finite set of type variables to monotypes.
We write (S,-IS,) )).
The result of applying a substitution S to a second-order type VT.0 is the type obtained by ap plying S to its all free type variables. Under the bound type variable convention, we can simply take S(VT.a) = VT.S(c).
Polytypes are considered modulo the equivalence relation induced by the following rules:
To distinguish this syntactic equivalence relation from other equivalence relations defined later, we call this relation (Yequivalence on polytypes.
Under this equivalence, we can assume the following convention on bound type variables of polytypes:
(1) all bound type variables are distinct and different from any free type variables, and (2) any polytype of the form VT.u satisfies T C FTV(a).
The first condition is the usual "bound variable convention" for bound type variables.
In order to define a type system of MLR(') we need to define a .polymorphic instantiation relation. Instantiation involves substitution for bound type variables. Because of this, we need to work with representatives of equivalence classes of polytypes.
To make our presentation simpler, in the following definition of instantiation, we implicitly assume that a polytype is a canonical representation of its equivalence class. It is easy to come up with a representation. Below, we outline the one we used in our implementation.
We extend the set of type variables with natural numbers and use them for bound type variables in canonical representations.
This guarantees that bound type variables are always distinct from free type variables.
For i 5 j, we write (i,~') for the set of natural numbers from i through j. Let VT.0 be a given polytype satisfying the bound variable convention. Let F be a canonical representation of u. We define a linear order on T with respect to a in such a way that tl co t2 iff there is an occurrence of tl whose tree address is smaller (in lexicographical ordering on tree addresses) than the address of any occurrence of t2. (See [5] for the details of tree address.) Let {tl, . . . , tn} = T such that ti <a tj if i < j. Let m be the maximal natural number used as bound variables in a. A representation VT.0 of VT.u is then given as follows.
tlT.a=V(m+l,m+n).[m+l/t~,...,m+n/t,]~
The following is an example.
V{s, t}.t 4 (V{& u}.t --$ sxu) = t/(3,4).3 + (V&2).1 -+ 4x2)
It is easy to give a recursive algorithm to compute a canonical representation.
We turn to the definition of instantiation under the assumption that polytypes are their canonical representations. Since polytypes can appear in substructures of a given type, instantiation need to be defined structurally.
For this purpose, we introduce a syntactic category of "instantiations". An instantiation (ranged over by 1) is a composite structure made up with substitution given by the following syntax: where * is the empty instantiation and S.Z is one t,hat performs instantiation for a polytype of the form VT.a such that dam(S) = T. To define applicability of instantiations to polytypes, we introduce a simple kind system for polytypes and instantiations.
The set of kinds (ranged over by Zc) is defined by the following grammar.
k::=*)T.kI*dkIkxklk+k
The kinding relation o :: lc is given below. The typing relation is stable under substitution, as shown t ul+uz :: kl + kg in the following.
The kinding on instantiations E Z :: k is defined analogously. Below, we only show the cases for * and S.Z. = lnst(al,Zl) + Inst(a2, 22) It is easily verified that this operation is well defined for any pair of a polytype and an instantiation having the same kind. The following is a simple example.
The ordering on polytypes, denoted by oi 5 (~2, is then given as follows.
Using these definitions and notations, the type system of MLR(') is given in Figure 2 as a proof system to derive a typing judgment of the form IDe : u indicating the fact that e has type IJ under type assignment I (which is a function from a finite subset of variables to polytypes.) In this type s,ystem, there are three cases where types are restricted to be monotypes: the argu.ment type of functions in rules (ABS) and (APP) , and the result type of case branches in rule (CASE) . These are exactly the cases where unification is called for in the ML-stylle type irrferencse algorithm. By restricting those to be monotypes, the type system allows a unification basecl type inference algorithm, as we shall show in detail later.
In rule (CASE), type ab:straction is allowed for cri and (72 independently before they are bound to variables. Without this extra generality, it is rather difficult to design a type inference algorithm that is sound and complete with respect to the type system. The reaso.n is the following. Suppose the rule (CASE) does not allow type generalization, and consider type inference for a case statement case el of inji(z) + es, injs(y) ss es. For a type inference algorithm to be sound, the algorithm must assume for z and y the same ui and (~2 of ui+us which is inferred for ei. On the other hand, for a type inference algorithm to be complete, al and us must be the maximal ones with respect to the ordering 5. In a unification based type inference system, however, components of an inferred type are usually not maximal with respect to the ordering :;. Note that the rule (TABS) is not sufficient -to achieve maxmallty in ur and u2 separately, since this rule only generalizes an entire type. Adding this generality preserves semantic soundness. One way to verify this is to note that VT.ul+u2 is isomorphic to (VT.~rr)+(tlT.ga) in the sense of [3] . To establish various properties of this type system later, we define an equivalence relation and a generic ordering on polytypes with respect to a "given context". We define a free type variable context to be a set of free type variables. A free type variable context lists those type variables that may appear free in other types such as those in a type assignment. Due to the implicit nature of ML, a polytype may be equivalent to monotypes containing free type variables that do not appear in its context. For this reason, we need to define type equivalence relative to a free type variables context. We write ct CT1 = 0'2 to denote the fact that ui is equivalent to 0:~ with respect to a free type variables context C. This relation is defined in two stages. We first define a relation ur 2 (~2. For a given C and o there is a unique (up to a-equivalence) u' satisfying the following: C t-o E u' cr' is an ML polytype and FTV(u') \ C = 0. W d e write [cl-for u' satisfying the above condition.
Below is a simple example.
[tl + tzx(t3 -t3)]p} = vt3.t1 ---t tzx(t3 --+ t3)
Using these, we define the ordering relations on polytypes as follows.
For the convenience of the following development, we use the notation fTeshInst (u) for the monotype obtained from u by replacing each bound type variable in u with a distinct fresh type variable. Here "fresh type variables" mean those that do not appear in u and its surrounding context. For any given C and u, it is always the case that C l-u G% freshZnst(u).
Defining the ordering on polytypes modulo equivalence and relative to the set of free type variables in the context is essential in establishing the correspondence between the type system of MLR(') and that of ML. It should be noted that the necessity of the latter is already seen in establishing the completeness of ML type inference.
The ordering relation on ML polytypes used in type system, denoted here by 5 ML, is characterized as u1 3ML u2 e FTV(uz) k ul 5 u2
Although the type system defined above is more general than that of ML, for the expressions not involving disjoint union types, the typability is shown to be equivalent. For those expressions involving disjoint union types, however, MLR@) type system is strictly more powerful. This is because, in MLRcl), variable binding in case branches is polymorphic.
Damas-Milner type system for ML is given in Figure 3 . Since MLR@) type system is an extension of that of ML, it is immediate that any ML derivation is also a derivation of MLRcl). We can show that for expressions not involving disjoint union types, the converse also holds under our interpretation of type equivalence and polytype ordering. This is analogous to the result shown in [lo] that the rank 2 system 142 is equivalent to a restricted rank 2 system Ai. We write [I?]: for the type assignment I" such that dom(r ) = dam(r) and Vz E dom(l?).r'(z) = [r(x)lE. Theorem 2 Zj MLRtl) l-I? D e : (~1 without using disjoint union types then there is some (~2 such that ML k [r]= D e : (~2 and FTV(r) I-u1 5 ~2.
One implication of this result is that if the only role of a type system is the static check of consistency of a program, then our type system is equivalent to that of ML (for ML terms not involving disjoint unions and impure fetures) and does not gain much new benefits.
However, when we exploit type information at runtime, then different type systems and the different type reconstruction algorithms have different impact on the runtime semantics of the language. As we have mentioned in Introduction, the difference can be significant and sometimes exponentially large. Also, one should note that this equivalence does not even hold under value polymorphism restriction since enlarging the scope of (VAR) is typable in ML R(1) but not in ML and is rejected by existing ML compilers.
Type inference algorithm
For a type assignment I', we write IRr for the identity substitution on the set FTV(I') of free type variables in r. We let U be the standard unification algorithm on free algebra of monotypes such that U(~l,72) returns a most general unifier for r, r' if they are unifiable otherwise it return failure. Figure 4 gives the type inference algorithm for MLR.(') as an algorithm to compute substitution S and type CT for a given e and r.
The rationale behind this type inference algorithm is to delay type application until it is really needed. Instead of performing type application at the time of variable reference, the algorithm simply carries around a polytype. Type application is performed when it is required due to the monomorphic type restriction in rules (ABS), (APP) and (CASE) . At the time of function application, for example, type instantiation is performed to the extent that the result types become conform to type shapes required by rule (APP).
For inserting type abstractions, there are possible alternatives. The algorithm shown in Figure 4 abstracts the free type variables in the argument type of the function type at the time of lambda abstraction, and it abstracts all the free type variables before variable binding in let and case statement. The latter is necessary to obtain the completeness of type inference, but the former is optional.
One extreme alternative is to insert type abstractions of all the free type variables every time after lambda abstraction and application. The other is to insert type abstractions only at variable bindings in let and case statements.
Each different strategy yields different runtime type-passing behavior, but the algorithm remains sound and complete as far as it abstracts all the free type variables at the time of variable bindings in let and case statements.
In Section 5, we will give an optimized type inference algorithm with more sophisticated strategy for controlling type abstraction for practical programming language implementation.
The algorithm is sound with respect to the type system of MLR(') as shown in the following. The-following theorem shows that the algorithm is complete with respect to the ty.pe system of MLRtl). This theorem states that the type inferred by the algorithm is more general than any other derivable types when they are considered modulo type equivalence with respect to the set of free type variables in the given type assignment. The set of explicitly typed terms, which we call XMLR('j terms, corresponding to the set of MLRC1) terms, is defined as follows. The type system of XMLRC1) is obtained from that of MLRC1) by replacing the raw terms in each inference rule with the corresponding explicitly typed terms. As a simple extension to the result presented in [6] , the type inference algorithm we presented in Section 3 can easily be modified so that it also returns an XMLR (') term. In this section, instead of defining an operational semantics for XMLRcl) directly, we give a translation algorithm WR@'(l?, x) = if z $! dom(I') then failure else (I&, I'(z)).
WR(')(I', Xz.e) = let (~&,a~) = WR(')(I'{z : t}, el) (t fresh)
wR ( wR(l)(r, in-j,(e)) = let (S1,f-q) = W R(l)(l?,e) in (&&I, 01 + Vt.t) wR(l)(r, inj,(e)) = let (S1,ul) = WR(l)(r,e) in (S2S1,Vt. wR(l)(r, let z = el in e2) = let (&,a~) = wR(l)(r,el)
In the above, U is the standard unification algorithm for free algebra of monotypes. from XMLRcl) to System F. As we shall discuss in Section 5, this translation reveals another source of optimization, which our rank 1 type inference system offers. The set of System F terms is given below.
This is a minor variant of System F with multiple type variable abstraction A{ tl, . . . , t,).M and a term of the form let x = Ml in M2, which is considered as a shorthand for (Ax : g.M2) Ml where a is the type of M2 uniquely determined.
The type system of the above set of terms is standard.
The major difference between MLRcl) and System F (besides the fact that the latter allows polymorphic functions of higher rank) is that ML R(1) has instantiation application, which is structurally defined, while System F has type application. To compile an MLRcl) term M to the corresponding System F term (M)", we need to translate an instantiation application to a term containing type applications. Figure 5 gives an algorithm to perform this translation. For a System F term (M)" corresponding to a term M of type u, Z7(Z, (M)", a) returns the System F term corresponding to M 1. The extra parameter g, which is computed uniquely from M, is needed to make correct type annotation. This algorithm satisfies the following typing property. The algorithm to translate XMLRcl) term to the corresponding System F term is obtained by extending the following phrase according to the structure of XMLR(') term M.
Its type preservation is easily verified using the above property. Figure 6 shows the result of type inference algorithm applied to the example given in Figure 1 in Introduction.
As seen in this example, any unnecessary type application is not performed at the time of constructing a pair, and projection is directly applied to a pair of polymorphic functions.
Optimizations
The reader may have noticed that the translation algorithm just described may produce some redundancy at runtime. We discuss below two major causes of redundancy together with our strategy to eliminate them.
5.1 Eliminating unnecessary type abstraction
As we have already noted, there are different strategies in inserting type abstractions. The type inference algorithm given in Figure 4 is not optimal in this respect, and sometimes unnecessary type abstractions and type applications may be inserted to some monomorphic programs. For example, for the term (X$.x) (Xx.x), the straightforward application of the type inference algorithm followed by the translation produces the following code:
Apparently both of the type abstractions and type application are redundant, and should be eliminatefd. One simple but effective method is to make the type inference algorithm "context sensitive" so that eager type abstraction is performed only when the type inference algorithm is called from a context where the inferred type will be bound to a variable. We use the standard notion of contexts (terms with a "hole") to indicate type inference contexts, i.e. those where the type inference algorithm is c,alled. We write [ ] for the hole of a context and write C[e] (C[C']) for the term (the context) obtained by filling the hole of the context with e (G').
To eliminate redundant type abstractions, we must distinguish the following three sorts of type inference contexts. P(n,[l) = n P(n, AXC) = P(if n=OthenOelsen-1,C) P(n,C e) = P(n+ l,C) P(n, e (3 = P(m,C) Wn, (C,e>) = P(n, C) P(n,(e,C)) = P(n,C) P(n, inj, (C)) = P(n, C) P(n, inj2(c)) = P(n, C) P(n, let 2 = C in e) = P(0, C) P(n, let 2 =e in C) = P(n,C) P(n, case C of inj,(a) * e, &j,(z) * e) = P(0, C) P(n, case e of inj, (x) * C, inj,(x) * e) = P(cm, C) P(nl case e of &j,(z) * e, inj2(5) =+ C) = P(cq C) A careful examination of those reveals that the necessary information on type inference contexts to control type abstraction is summarized by a natural number n of applications performed before the term is bound to a variable. To calculate this number, we consider the set of natural numbers extended with 00 and define 00 + n = 00, 00 -n = oo. This context information can be computed by the simple algorithm given in Figure 7 . The type inference algorithm given in Figure 4 is then modified to add the extra parameter indicating the context information n, and in inferring a type of a lambda abstraction, the algorithm inserts type abstraction only if n = 0. Our prototype type inference system incorporates this context sensitive type abstraction mechanism. Figure 8 shows an interactive session in our prototype implementation for type inference and reconstruction of explicitly typed term. The imput to the system is prompted by -> and the output is preceded by >>. In the output, a term of the form ('a. e> is type abstraction, inst e with Z is type instantiation (where the empty instantiation * is omitted), and a type of the form ( 'a, ' b , . . . .r) is a polymorphic type. The first two are the example programs discussed in Introduction.
As seen from these examples, our type inference algorithm together with the context sensitive optimization produces desired explicitly typed terms representing rank 1 polymorphism with little type-passing overhead. The third example shows how rank 1 polymorphism interacts with disjoint union. 'D appearing in this example is a free type variable which does not appear in the final result and therefore is not generalized.
Minimizing run-time data reconstruction
Another source of optimization is run-time reconstruction of data structures at the time of type instantiation.
To see the problem, consider the following raw ML term. let z = (Xz.z,Xz.z) in (Xz.(z.l 1)) z, for which the following explicitly typed term is reconstructed by the type inference algorithm. let 2 = (AtlAx : tl.x, &Xx : t2.x) in (Ax : (int + int)x(tg + ta).(z.l I})
.,jx [Wtl] .
If we straightforwardly apply the translation algorithm, it results in the following System F term let x = (AtlAx : tl.x, At2Xx : t2.x) in (Xx : (int + int)x(tg -+ ts).(z.l I)) (2.1 int,x.2 t3) end where a pair (x.1 ts, x.2 t*) is reconstructed at run-time.
We note that this overhead is not specific to our rank 1 polymorphic type system. Since a polymorphic object is compiled to lambda abstraction under a type-passing semantics, in ML type system, x is compiled to a function that constructs a pair at run-time and therefore a pair is generated every time x is instantiated.
The situation is generally better in our rank 1 type system, where type instantiation occurs less often. Nonetheless, we would like to minimize this run-time overhead, which does not exist in the conventional untyped operational semantics. Our strategy is to develop a more efficient operational semantics for MLRcl) directly, instead of translating it to System F. One promissing strategy for such an efficient operational semantics is to delay instantiation until really needed. This is inspired by a type-passing implementation method [24] where type application is evaluated lazily. In the above example of ML R (1) Since the denotation of this instantiation is a pair of instantiated function, operation performed on this term is projection.
We also know that the denotation of x is also a pair of polymorphic functions. We can then compile projection on this value to the operation that first performs projection on x followed by instantiation. This observation yields the following evaluation strategy, Suppose z is evaluated to a pair of polymorphic value (~1, ~2). Instead of performing instantiation (x 11 x 12) eagerly, we represent instantiation of the form 21 x Z2 as a pair of instantiations (11, &), and we treat the pair ((VI, ws), (Zl, 22) ) as a value of "suspended instantiation", ->let under a run-time value environment that maps z to (~1, ~2). This strategy can be adopted to other data structures as well.
We hope that with this optimization, rank 1 polymorphism can eliminate most of the run-time overhead of typepassing implementation of polymorphism. Formal definition of the operational semantics and a detailed implementation are under way. We have also observed that the combination of ML polymorphism and value-only polymorphism is overly restricted.
Motivated by those problems, we have extended the type system of ML with full rank 1 polymorphic types with products and disjoint unions.
The type system allows data structures to contain polymorphic objects. This feature eliminates the problem of runtime overhead generated by type-passing semantics under :ML polymorphism, and significantly reduces the value polymorphism restriction. We have then developed a type inference algorithm for the extended type system and have proved its soundness and completeness. Although establishing c:ompleteness requires delicate management of type variables, the type inference algorithm itself requires surprisingly little modification to algorithm W as presented in [13, 21, and therefore can be readily implemented.
We have also presented optimization methods which further reduce type-passing overhead and suppress redundant run-time data reconstruction.
With these optimizations, we believe that the type inference system presented in this paper can serve as a basis for efficient implementation of polymorphic languages. We have implemented the algorithm to reconstruct an explicitly typed intermediate term and have verified that it exhibits the expected behavior.
We are now implementing a prototype compiler for ML with record polymorphism, which requires type-passing semantics, based on the type inference algorithm presented in this paper. We plan to report a fuller description of the method described in this paper together with the result of implementation elsewhere.
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